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1. Ã¢â‚¬Å“Open and Distance Learning is a viable option for the eradication of illiteracy 
in Nigeria. DiscussÃ¢â‚¬Â  is a type of _______ test

     	      Objective

     	--->> Essay

     	      Completion

     	      Alternative Response

2. measurement of complex achievement when its distinctive feature of freedom of 
response is required is done using ______ test

     	      Objective

     	--->> Essay

     	      Completion

     	      Alternative Response

3. Tests consisting of questions (items) designed to elicit from the learners through 
freedom of response the extent to which they have acquired the behaviour called for in 
the course objectives is known as _______ test

     	      Objective

     	--->> Essay

     	      Completion

     	      True/False

4. Which of the following tests provides an indication of an individualÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s general 
mental capacity?

     	      Aptitude

     	--->> Intelligence

     	      Achievement

     	      Behaviour
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5. The test that is designed to measure the effects of a specificnprogramme of 
instruction or training which the learners attained usuallyby their effort is called 
_________ test

     	      Aptitude

     	      Intelligence

     	--->> Achievement

     	      Behaviour

6. The type of test containing items that are set in such a way that one and only one 
answer is correct is known as _____________nand only one correct answer is 
available to a given item.

     	--->> Objective

     	      Essay

     	      Completion

     	      Alternative Response

7. The following is a format of test item

     	      Norm

     	      Criterion

     	      Self

     	--->> Essay

8. The ability to reason and learn fromnexperience is known as _________

     	      Aptitude

     	--->> Intelligence

     	      Achievement

     	      Behaviour

9. By mode of response, which of the following is not a classification of an achievement 
test?

     	      Oral
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     	      Written

     	--->> Practical

     	      Placement

10. Which type of tests is to be constructed, administered and scored to ensure a high 
level of objectivity?

     	      Objective

     	--->> Essay

     	      Completion

     	      Alternative Response
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